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Overview

Paperclip Mojo is a new Platform as a Service born in the Cloud to engage Crowd Sourcing for Big 
Data processing. The ability to transcribe, translate and interpret Big Data faster and more accurate 
than ever before is revolutionary. Cloud computing turns what took hours and days into seconds and 
minutes. Machine Learning, specifically Deep Learning Neural  Networks have increased machine and 
handwriting recognition to never-before-seen levels. Crowd Sourcing provides the required Six Sigma 
Quality Control process and Machine Training.

New opportunities focus on multi-media interpretation into data, allowing never-before-seen 
information  to be used as a competitive advantage. Imagine, now Realtors can send pictures to a 
Mojo Service where Machine Learning and Crowd Sourcing cam capture room color, type of floor, 
how many windows, kitchen sink style and more.

Working this data with predictive analytics can now show which homes may sell quicker and for 
more money.

The transcription of a 60-minute audio file could be returned in-less than a minute in multiple 
languages. Retailors could make buying decisions based on video captured hours earlier showing 
what people were wearing that day.

Mojo is a combination of the best technology can provide matched with 
the best recognition engine ever, the human.  Combining Machine 
Learning and Crowd Sourcing with Paperclip’s imaging 
experience and innovation history will provide the least 
expensive handwriting to data service, meeting 
business needs and compliance today. In the 
future, we look forward to working with many 
industries and showing them how the 
unique use of Mojo can  
make a difference.
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Challenge

Handwriting Recognition and Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR)  have been around for decades and 
remain a less-than-effective solution for transcription 
to accurate data. OCR, even though it started in the late 
1800s, took on practical application in the late 1950s. 
The ability to type a document, have it scanned, pushed 
over analog modems with the receiver printing it out 
minutes later was one of the 1960’s biggest use of 
technology; sounds like today’s email.

OCR was a great thing and then in  1989 Adobe released PostScript and in 1992 Apple and Microsoft 
released TrueType. With so  many new fonts and sizes, OCR technology was crippled and needed 
serious rework.

OCR was further damaged with the FAX machine, which, by now, had evolved to transferring binary 
image data across modems; handwriting or text, one could quickly send a message to someone and 
be done. Therefore, OCR development was put on the back burner of technology innovators.

Today the need for paper-based information remains a reality and it won’t be replaced for a long 
time to come; therefore, we need to find a way to make it more useful and less costly to convert 
to data. Now, the hope is Machine Learning (ML) will close the gap for handwriting and text 
transcription efficiencies that can equal people results.
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Solution

Mojo is built on four pillars 
which when achieved, are 
industry game-changers. 

The first pillar is security, which is unique because it opens your processing to a global workforce, 
requiring no infrastructure, no training, no supervisor and enhances cyber security at the same  
time. Think about spending less for outsourced transcription services and removing all associated 
security threats.

The second pillar is accuracy which must be better or equal to the process of today. Mojo  is 
a Microsoft Azure Cloud born PaaS service connected to Azure Cognitive Services (AI/ML). It is 
integrated with Crowd Sourcing, which provides the roles necessary to perform quality control and 
machine training as needed. Reaching a Six Sigma quality standard of 4 defects/million or 99.9% 
accuracy requires a process whereby defects can be quickly identified and resolved. This canalso 
serve as a machine training event when new input is introduced and, after several cycles, the 
machine  takes over.

The third pillar is turnaround time which  must be faster than what is experienced today. Mojo 
utilizes Azure service fabric platform, providing on-demand scaling capabilities that ensure the input 
queues have the resources needed to make their SLA delivery time. Imagine a person that must 
enter data off a form containing 200 fields and takes 15 minutes; now imagine if you had 200 people 
entering data for just one field and it takes seconds. Turnaround time or speed not seen today are 
now possible with the advent of cloud computing.

The fourth pillar is economics which simply means, whatever process is being addressed, it should 
cost less than what it costs today. Reducing labor cost for many processes have created offshore 
business processing services. This usually means you must make an investment in items like brick 
and mortar, human resources, security, training and more. Mojo can eliminate all those concerns 
because content provided to the Crowd is done in the Paperclip Patented Shredded Data model. It’s 
the offshore economics without the offshore experience.
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Technology

The solution is the combination of Machine Learning (ML) 
and Crowd Sourcing. Deep Learning Neural Networking (CNN) 
is the model most suited for Mojo handwriting recognition. 
Numbers and alpha characters are presented as input and 
the model predicts what the number or character is. As you 
can see below, this MNIST trained CNN averaged overall 91% 
accuracy leaving 9% of them as defects. MNIST consists of 
50,000 handwritten numbers for training and 10,000 samples 
for testing. The 9% defect rate results in 900 false positives. 
Utilizing additional layers in the CNN and other optimization 
techniques, Mojo has achieved 97% accuracy, leaving 300 
defects. Mojo then applies its own predictive analytics, which 
routes the defect to a Crowd for validation and in some use 
cases, train the model. In the matrix you can see that 89 
numbers of four were predicted as the number nine. Their 
low confidence scores would trigger the defect Crowd Source 
process which would agree or fail the result and defect repair 
processing would take over.

Mojo provides three levels of defect processing, Clipper validation, Advance validation and third-
party Data validation APIs.

Image credits: ml4a
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Crowd Sourcing

Crowd Sourcing to date has been used in funding startup companies (Crowd Funding) and in 
software development like TopCoder and BugFinders.

Paperclip Crowd Sourcing is utilizing people on the internet via their browser to do quality assurance 
when the technology scored conversion is less than acceptable. The Crowd is important when 
training systems focused on “Dark Data” projects, where training data doesn’t exist like in 40-year-old 
backfile image conversion projects. Legacy documents can be indexed by the Clippers and, in short 
order, the Machine Learning can take over the task.

Paperclip is providing a Cloud PaaS platform that provides the ability to deliver image Snip- It and 
ML training to a workforce. The workforce can be anyone or any group the Subscriber engages. 
Paperclip offers a workforce both On and Off-shore.

The CS workforce that participates in Mojo are called “Clippers”. The choice of Clippers is up to 
the Subscriber. Enterprise Clippers are provided by the Subscriber whether they are in- house 
or contracted by the Subscriber. Paperclip Clippers are provided by Paperclip. These Clippers can 
be off-shore or within the United States. Clippers make no investment into Mojo and only need a 
supported browser and an internet connection.

Form Snip-It’s are small image areas from a page  
with handwritten or printed text information  
(i.e. last name, address, phone number, etc.) that 
represent data elements. Clippers augment ML when 
called on to enter into a browser the word(s) displayed 
and move on to the next Snip-It.

Snip-It’s will have accuracy levels pre-defined dictating 
how many Clippers will see the Snip-It and process: one 
Clipper for transcription and/or a second Clipper to 
validate the results. If they do not match, the Snip-It is 
sent back into the Clipper pool, starting the process over. 
The  Clipper that missed the translation is recorded in 
their accuracy ratings. Clippers with less than acceptable 
accuracy rating could lose their access.
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Forms Setup

The service begins with setting up a form for processing: Identifying pages, creating Snip-It’s,  
mapping Snip-It’s to their Data Dictionary, testing and then promoting the form into production. 
These processes are supported by an interface which can be used by Enterprise Subscribers or 
Paperclip services.

The FSC process is simple. Two copies of the form pages are required: one clean and the other 
marked up reflecting the Data Dictionary Terms. FSC then configures a clean copy of the form page 
via the Paperclip Snip-It Template application and test. FSC will have available online training videos 
and documentation. This Forms Setup process does not involve any NPI.

FSCs play a major role in form page recognition and quality control. New customer forms start 
here with the analysis of what areas of interest can identify form, revision and page. Additional 
OCR regions are captured for the purpose of form’s identity. Each page processes through pattern 
recognition and OCR for validation. Questionable choices are presented to CS Form Rec Clippers 
where areas of interest are presented and a validation is performed. The end goal is 100% page 
identity before going to the next process.
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FSC also functions as quality control and they will repair any missed configurations. FSCs will run 
standard scripts and test the process end to end. FSC may participate in end customer testing and 
acceptance. When completed, Subscriber will activate forms into production.
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Forms processing is divided into two functions: Forms 
Classification and Snip-It recognition. When the inbound 
forms arrive, metadata describing the documents will 
determine the sender and receiver. Addition metadata may 
beused to further narrow the scope of processing. With 
the receiver (i.e. ACME Insurance, DOB, New Jersey Driver 
License Dept., etc.) is identified, Mojo knows what recognition 
method to use for its two-step recognition process: DocRec, 
OCR, IMR, Barcode and CS Form Rec.

Form Recognition starts with a pass through DocRec 
(Paperclip’s Pattern Recognition Technology with K-Model 
classification), where a list of form candidates are returned. 
Next the pre-defined form “areas of interest” are processed 
with OCR to find a hit. If OCR cannot decide, then the 
“areas of interest” (displayed above) are present to a person who makes the final decision. Positive 
responses proceed to HanRec and negative responses rejects the page or entire form as UnRec.

Clippers Processing Forms
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Enterprise / Paperclip Clippers Processing Snip-Its

Enterprise Clippers are the workforce provided by the Subscriber. The Subscriber will have control 
over the branding, metrics and access. Paperclip Clippers will login and start a session and at their 
pace, process defect Snip-It’s into data. Clippers must maintain a level of quality to remain engaged. 
In the example below, a character failed its threshold which triggers a Snip-It to go to the Crowd with 
other characters. The Clipper types the entire Snip-It and moves on to the next one.

Snip-It Distribution Rules

• Validation - Each Snip-It can go to two Clippers

• Segregation – If a Clipper types in the value, a second Clipper will have to validate

• Special NPI - Snip-It’s will be divided into several Snips (i.e. SSN, DOB, License, etc.)

• Clipper will have a displayed time (seconds) to complete
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Validation Clippers

These Clippers validate what the previous Clipper transcribed and either agrees or rejects the 
transcription. If a Snip-It transcription is rejected, it returns to the queue to be processed again, 
requiring another pass-through validation.
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Subject Matter Experts

These Clippers, under pre-defined rules, can validate checkboxes and signatures. Many times, people 
will adhoc mark a checkbox where the technology cannot process. The user may have circled the 
box, drawn a line under it or just plain missed the box. People looking at the checkbox can generally 
determine the intended choice. If the checkbox was setup for QA and no positive results returned, 
the checkbox is then routed to a Validation Clipper for confirmation.

Subject Matter (SM) Expert Clippers will possess experience and skills necessary to participate 
in vertical market translation. Medical, legal, government and other industries will require some 
experience and will be more report driven than forms.

The example below is a traffic report whereby the insurance company would prefer data than an  
image. This work could be queued for Clippers with law enforcement experience.

Medical scripts could be transcribed and have the data feed to the nationwide ADS to alert on drug 
dosage and conflict prompting a call to the doctor before execution. These Clippers would need 
medical experience to properly translate.
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Advanced Validation

This option allows for the complete paper form 
image and data scan for validation. The ability 
to see the paper form and transcribed data in 
context may have value when form quality is poor. 
The user in this mode can correct  data as needed. 
The use of Advanced Validation should be secured 
by role management when confidential data is 
present.

In addition, a “Spoof Field” can be created whereby 
it will bypass Clippers, but, in Advanced Validation, 
internal company data can be added and 
outputted to enhance workflow.
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Subscriber Experience

The Subscriber experience by design minimizes the time and resources required to achieve 
production operations. Engaging Mojo to receive documents and data is a matter of weeks, 
not months or years. In many cases, customers will be able to leverage existing document and 
data import formats (i.e. XML, Paired Values, CSV, etc.), eliminating the need  for IT development 
resources. Customer will select options for their Service Levels by individual form so they can control 
what information is time sensitive. For example, a customer may want an Annuity application to 
process faster than a Term Life application. Accuracy Levels will provide the customer a level of 
confidence in the data depending on the critical nature of the data.

Customer will be able to follow their processing statistics via a web portal and receive alerts when 
various processing conditions arise. The portal will provide various reports and exports as needed 
to include Subscriber list and services they may offer. The portal will provide Mojo Service Level 
monitoring, ensuring expectations are being met.
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Service Level Selections

Accuracy Level Selections

Service Levels provide the customer the ability to put time sensitivity to forms before others. There 
are four standard Service Levels:

• Expedite Snip-It’s queued for 30 -minute turnaround

• Standard Snip-It’s queued for 2 -hour turnaround

• Next Day Snip-It’s queued for 9 AM Local turnaround

• Backfile Snip-It’s queued for 72 -hour turnaround

These Service Levels will have different pricing, allowing the customer to adjust their budgets and 
information priorities. Subscribers can work with Paperclip to develop custom SLA as needed.

Accuracy Levels allow the customer to identify how Snip-It recognition is performed. Some Snip-It 
fields may process Single Pass (i.e. Employer address, Maiden Name, Gender, etc.) while other Snip-It 
fields may require a Double Pass (i.e. SSN, Driver License Number, Account Number, etc.).

• Single Pass Each Snip-It is presented to one Clipper

• Double Pass  Each Snip-It is present to two Clippers; rejects will cycle the pool again

• Validation  Paperclip will provide integrations with various vendors (i.e. LexisNexis,  
   Acxiom, credit bureaus, etc.) to validate data transcribed and capture more  
   information as available

These Accuracy Levels will have different pricing, allowing the customer to adjust their budgets and 
information with confidence.
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Data Storage Security

Health and Human Services Office for Civil Rights (November 2014) reported as high as 64% of 
the breaches reported to Office of Civil Rights were the results of a vendor relationship. The 2013 
Trustwave Global Security Report found that 63% of the 450 data breaches studied were linked to a 
third-party component of IT system administration, meaning a third party had introduced security 
deficiencies easily exploited by hackers.

Target Corporation’s breach of 110 million individuals started with a vendor whom, through Target’s 
online purchasing system, reached the Active Directory system and elevated their privileges to 
reach consumer payment information. The breach lasted 19 days and was discovered when law 
enforcement notified Target that it was breached and customer credit card information stolen over 
FTP was 11 GBs. Target has accrued $252 million in expenses related to the data breach.

“This incident serves as an important reminder to organizations that data in the hands of third- 
party vendors should have strict oversight when possible. The complexity of data sharing among 
businesses leaves a lot of gaps in security and this situation should keep vendors aware that 
sensitive customer data should be encrypted at rest and in-transit at all times.” (SALTED HASH- TOP 
SECURITY NEWS; by Steve Ragan, Feb 2014)

Paperclip takes serious responsibility of protecting the data you entrust to us. To that end, we at 
Paperclip have created the Transactional Shredded Data Storage solution and Mojo Communications 
service. In both cases, hackers and thieves would only have access to meaningless, shredded data 
if they were successful in reaching our databases. In addition, Paperclip’s communication scheme 
is that we never reach into your world; Subscribers push and pull secure data from Paperclip 
exclusively. Paperclip stores meaningless data and has no access to Subscriber’s infrastructure, 
making Paperclip a secure vendor to do business with.
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Shredded Data Technology

Shredded Data is a simple concept where data has no value when it has no context. Today’s 
data is stored in an organized fashion whereby you can collect NPI or PHI associated to an individual. 
The Shredded Data approach has data fragments identified by a ciphered pointer (Snip-It ID) stored 
in two columns (e.g. 2 field record).

This transactional data model has no value to unauthorized access (e.g. Hacking). In the above 
example “VICTOR” could be many things: last name, street, employer, city and so on. To have any 
meaning you would have to steal the entire data center.
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Access to these Data Snips requires a Transaction Token which will gather all the related 
Data Snips, reassemble and with the original data dictionary return data with context for a given 
transaction. The Transaction Token (Token) is generated for every Form received. Operations around 
Token use will depend on the Subscriber’s automation and process scope.

The Token is a piece of the process for retrieving data but not enough to put it back into context. 
When data is pulled from its store, other computing components isolated to the application will 
be required. Along with the associated data dictionary, data is now available for end Subscriber 
translation.
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Mojo Communications

Mojo Communication is a novel method whereby the data warehousing features provide Big Data, 
Data Collaboration, Many-to-Many Access and Compliance. Today’s challenge is the way in which we 
approach data standardization. Standard Organizations (i.e. ACORD, MISMO, IRI, etc.) play the role 
of “what” and “how” to manage data. These standards then disperse to many hundreds of IT shops 
where they develop to the standards. The common results lead to many custom one-off variations 
and one-to-one exchange methods driving up the overall IT cost, which these standards promised to 
reduce.

Mojo approaches the model differently; it only focuses on the “what”. The “what” is the Data 
Dictionary of terms we want to collect and manage - terms with characteristics that can support the 
values we need to process (i.e. Last Name, SSN, Address, etc.) across the supply chain. Paperclip 
believes the new role of the Standard Organizations is to develop and maintain industry Data 
Dictionaries. The customers and vendor communities can then apply the most optimum “how” 
leveraging economy of scale.

Mojo is a vendor-hosted industry standards Data Dictionary where customers can store and retrieve 
data. The result of forms processing will be stored in this Mojo model for customer access. The Mojo 
service will provide an on-premise software service license (Mojo Client) to securely connect to the 
Mojo Central Office and process Tokens for data retrieval and creation.

Standards Based Data Dictionary 
Hosting the Data Dictionary (DD) provides a consistent mapping and eliminates term variation 
and characteristics.

End Point Translation 
Customers can map their unique terms for translation and format (i.e. XML, Paired Values, CSV, 
etc.) once and eliminate one-off coding integrations.

Many to Many Architecture 
Customers define themselves to the Mojo Service and can exchange data without any interaction 
or project management. This eliminates the need to assemble and transmit data in different ways.

Mojo Warehousing 
Data remains sticky. Access is defined by ownership and limited access tokens. Transaction 
Tokens will be exchanged between trading partners to access and pull or push data for the 
intended transaction (i.e. Carrier orders Medical, LOS receives Appraisal, AMS loading, etc.).

Compliance 
Best practices deployed to maintain data security: Encryption throughout the data life cycle, 
access monitoring, high availability and reporting. Deployment will meet or exceed compliance 
with relevant federal, state and SROs regulations for management of non-public information and 
personal health information.

Mojo Communications promises to standardize the data, one integration point to exchange with trading 
partners and opens collaborations with different industries to begin building a true Big Data platform.
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Compliance

Information compliance centers on protecting customer’s personal information from unwarranted 
access and the accountability for its use. There are two types of information we protect: Non-Public 
Information and Personal Health Information.

Non-Public Information (NPI) protection 
is designed to stop identity theft (i.e. 
credit card numbers, driver license, 
social security number, etc.), the number 
one property crime in the world today. 
Personal Health Information (PHI) is 
protected to stop discrimination based 
on health conditions. Below right are 
common NPI & PHI data elements 
requiring protection from unwarranted 
access.

Mojo treats these data elements as 
a special category requiring special 
handling. These values during setup 
when mapped to the Data Dictionary will 
slice the associated Snip-It into multiple 
segments. This now creates multiple 
(up to 8) Snip-It’s to be queued. These 
special Snip-It’s, once identified, will be re-
assembled via the Snip-It Service to create 
a valid SSN. Clippers will never receive two 
special Snip-It’s from the same form page.

Note: Paperclip Inc regards Non-Public Information (NPI) and Personal Health Information (PHI) not to be 
limited to data collected via forms, but includes any data, video, voice or any other information determined 
to be protected by privacy laws and regulations.

• HiTech Act of 2009
• Financial Services Modernization Act (GLB)
• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
• Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act of 2003 (CAN-SPAM Act)
• Identity Theft Prevention Act of 2000
• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
• Nevada State Law 597.970
• Massachusetts State Law 201 CMR 17.00
• California Breach Law 2003 (46 States)
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Paperclip’s position is that slicing up a form page into Snip-It’s and distributing the Snip-It’s to 
Clippers maintains compliance because this method has no context. Snip-It’s without context are 
just data elements with no value and protects NPI and PHI.
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Conclusion

Mojo is a new and unique native cloud service combining Machine Learning, Deep Learning, the 
internet and people. Leveraging the best use of technology interacting with people can provide an 
economical service of data capture, data warehousing and predictive analytics. Converting text and 
handwriting to data using people to back-up the technology is the only way to achieve Six Sigma 
99.9% accuracy.

Cloud computing makes these solutions available with enough economical computing resources 
required to run hundreds of algorithms simultaneously. This power and flexibility allows for fast and 
consistent turn around times for SLAs.

Mojo closes threat vectors by reducing and eliminating access to critical internal databases and 
information silos. Contractors interact with the Mojo service which, in turn, connects to the 
Subscriber for a secure data and image exchange. Even when Mojo needs human  help to correct  
or train the service, they work with shredded data without context obscuring the confidentiality of 
the data.

Mojo never stores your data in the cloud as a traditional SQL storage, but in the shredded data 
storage further protecting your data at rest. As we have talked about in this whitepaper, the four 
pillars, when achieved, makes Mojo the best way to convert and transcribe big data to usable data.
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Benefits:

• Image Capture 
Internet eXpress & eM4Compliant Email provides access to 50 plus million documents annually

• Non-Repudiation 
Disinterested Third Party Storage

• Timely Data 
Data conversion in minutes ready for back-office processing

• Accurate Data 
99.9% conversion enabled with additional Clipper processing

• Secure Data 
Shredded Data Model protects data at rest

• Closes Cyber Vulnerabilities 
No access to document management and admin systems to 3rd parties

• Integration 
One & Done Data Dictionary Integration

• Big Data 
Complete Application Data Capture enabling Big Data processing

• More with Less 
Off-shore Economics without the Off-shore Experience

• No Adoption Risk 
No field changes and no development projects

We’ve been waiting decades, have spent millions and still process the way we did 30 years ago. 
To move forward we need data and lots of it. Therefore, this new Mojo service is ready to process 
images, text and handwritten forms to data the best we can and move on with data processing.

Finally, a service that delivers documents and data together.
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